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The market recommendations contained in this letter represent the opinions of the author . Such opinions are subject to change w ithout notice.
Principals and employees of United-ICAP  may or may not trade in the commodities discussed in this letter, taking positions similar or opposite to the
positions discussed herein. The information contained in this letter is taken from sources that  we believe to be reliable, but it is not guaranteed by us
as to the accuracy or completeness thereof and is sent  to you for information purposes only. Commodity trading involves risk and is not  for everyone.

Technical Price Risk Assessment for the week of 02 to 06 Sep 2013
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Elliott Wave Degree Key
Main Points
1. Last weeks price action brought yet another warning signal for the bulls - a rare

RSI divergence sell signal on the monthly chart.

2. Rates on the 10 year T-Note are reversing lower along with the stock market.

See this retreat as an overdue bull market correction.

3. Last weeks report concluded that the Greenback was ready to rally. Last weeks

nice rally confirms a doji star bottom on the weekly chart.

4. Both Gold and Copper had very bearish action last week - especially Copper. And

the DJ-UBS Commodity Index looks ugly bearish.

5. For the past few months our pivotal resistance for WTI was cited at 113.00,

actually 112.88 to be exact. Last week reversed lower from a 112.24 high.

6. Brent also reversed lower, and the WTI - Brent spread is right on the verge of a

confirmed break down.

7. As expected, RBOB reversed sharply lower from yet another failure into triangle

resistance. The triangle support line cuts at 2.7400 by December.

8. Diesel also reversed lower from another failure into triangle resistance. If any-

thing the ULSD chart looks more scary than the RBOB chart.

9. For RBOB minus ULSD we had been targeting -.2900 on a decisive break below

the -.1700 level. The contract roll over accomplishes most of that drop.

10. To seriously strengthen the case for 3.129 as the seasonal cycle low a decisive

break out above the 3.685 to 3.730 range is required.
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SPX -  weekly - log scale

SPX  - Bullish Case

• No change in our bullish outlook. It still pegs

this retreat from 1709.67 as the bull mar-

ket correction of the rally up from 1560.33

• We revisit the must hold support zone for

this bullish case on the next page.

• And we still want out if the support line up

from the 1074.77 is decisively broken on a

weekly closing basis. See box below right.

Evacuation Plan
Our suggested exit plan is still to
evacuate the stock market on a de-
cisive break below the trend line
support up from the 1074.77 low .
That line, drawn here in green,
crosses this week at 1540.00
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SPX -  180 minute

SPX  - candidates for support

• Here we visit candidates for support for the

bullish case for a continuing up trend.

• The most bullsh case support at 1626.00

seems unlikley to hold

• So I am assuming that next week will test

the 1605.00 to 1599.00 range early on.

• Still peg 1592.00 to 1862.00 the must hold

Elliott wave support zone for the bulls
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SPX -  monthly - log scale

1709.67 -  RSI Sell signals on weekly, and monthly charts

We had early noted that the 1709.67 high gave an RSI diver-

gence  sell signal on the weekly chart. We can now confirm

that 1709.67 also gave a monthly RSI sell signal

RSI - 14 bar on monthly

Monthly RSI
Sell Signal

Monthly RSI
Sell Signal

Monthly RSI
Sell Signal

Monthly RSI
Buy Signal

Monthly RSI
Buy Signal
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Interest Rate on 10 Year Treasury Note - weekly - log scale

Interest Rates - neutral

The long term wave count presents a compelling case for a long term

up trend in interest rates. However the direction of the near term

trend is not at all clear. Bears need a decisive close below 2.560% to

have any case for a significant retreat before the up trend resumes.
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US Dollar ( DX Index ) - weekly

DX Index - Up

The conclusion of last weeks report was that

enough length had been squeezed out of

the US Dollar Index for the longer term up

trend to resume. And last weeks price ac-

tion was certainly bullish enough to suggest

that the longer term up trend has resumed.

Sentiment is from Market Vane

at www.marketvane.net
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Dow Jones UBS Commodity
Index - weekly - log scale

Components

• Energy 32.7%

• Industrial Metals 18.6%

• Precious Metals 12.6%

• Grains 11.7%

• Beans 10.4%

• Softs 8.4%

• Livestock 5.7%

DJ-UBS Cmdty Index - Down

The shooting star top is the most bearish

of all possible candlestick patterns. And

I cannot remember seeing a shooting star

top as bearish as last weeks in the DJ-

UBS Index. This index could not even eke

out a mere .382 correction of the drop

from the 2012 high.
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Gold - daily Gold - Peaking ?

Since the precisley successful test of our

key support zone at the 1179.4 low Gold

has been slowly lumbering higher. A break

below 1369.0 from here will buttress the

case for 1179.4 to 1428.0 as a completed

-ABC- type bear market correction. Bulls

need a decisive close above 1443.0 to keep

their case alive and well.
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Copper - weekly

Copper - Down

• What an ugly bearish weekly candlestick!

• And it will prove ugly bearish indeed if the little

rebound from 3.0065 to 3.3780 was all the bear

market correction that Copper could eke out.

• Peg 3.0860 the must hold for Copper bulls as

.7862 of the 3.0065 to 3.3780 rally.
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WTI - Weekly Support and Resistance
R2 - 112.90 as <A2> = <C2>
R1 - 111.05 as .7862 of 112.24 to 106.75
S1 - 105.35 as .7862 of 103.50 to 112.24
S2 - 102.00 as .382 of 85.61 to 112.24

WTI - weekly
WTI - Peaking ?

For the past several weeks my bearish case

has been that WTI reverses lower from the

113.00 level. This is precisely what occurred

last week. Now the question is whether this

retreat is a bull market correction or not.

Peg the 105.35 to 104.80 range the must hold

for the bulls case for a continuing advance.
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Brent - weekly

Brent - Peaking ?

Last weeks candlestick is a bit of a glass half

full or half empty question. A bearishly long

overhead shadow is countered by a new

multi-month high. In wave count terms bulls

need a reversal higher by the 112.00 to

110.00 range to keep their case intact.

Brent - Weekly Support and Resistance
R2 - 120.60 as resistance line from 147.50
R1 - 116.30 as .7862 of 117.34 to 112.50
S1 - 110.15 as .618 of 105.73 to 117.34
S2 - 1-4.60 as .618 of 96.75 to 117.34
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WTI minus Brent - bulls on the edge

The bullish case for this spread cannot sur-

vive any further downside. Peg -6.64 the must

hold if the bulls are to have any case for new

highs. The implied steps lower on a decisive

break below -6.64 are significant steps lower.

WTI minus Brent - weekly
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RBOB - Neutral

Last weeks decisive reversal lower

from our pivotal 3.0890 to 3.1260

resistance zone ( 3.1075 midpoint )

keeps the triangle congestion intact.

The triangle support line cuts at

2.7400 by December.

RBOB - weekly RBOB - Weekly Support and Resistance
R2 - 3.0215 .7862 of 3.1095 to 2.8790
R2 - 2.9940 as .50 of the same
S1 - 2.8790 as .7862 of 2.8161 to 3.1095
S2 - 2.7625 as (A) = (C) from 3.1632
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ULSD - Peaking

Our most bullish case resistace last week was the

3.2150 to 3.2296 zone. Last week reversed lower

from a 3.2254 high. And that reversal lower left

an ominously bearish weekly candlestick.

ULSD - Weekly Support and Resistance
R2 - 3.2025 as .7862 of 3.2254 to 3.1183
R1 - 3.1845 as .618 of the same
S1 - 3.0360 as .618 of 2.9193 to 3.2254
S2 - 2.9755 as .50 of 2.7255 to 3.2254

ULSD - weekly
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RBOB minus ULSD - Bottoming ?

• For the past few weeks we have been targeting

    -.2900 on a decisive break below -.1700

• A big question this time of years is always whether

downside targets are tradeable or are already

built into forward prices.

• In this case our -.2900 target is already largely

built into October contract prices.

• Now let us see whether that area holds.

RBOB minus ULSD weekly, spot
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Natgas - Weekly Support and Resistance
R2 - 3.730 as .8522 of 3.835 to 3.129
R1 - 3.685 as .7862 of the same
S1 - 3.550 as .236 of 3.129 to 3.655
S1 - 3.340 as .618 of the same

Natgas - Peaking

Natgas continues to chug higher. A decisive

break above the 3.685 to 3.730 zone will

definitely raise increase the probability

that 3.129 is this years seasonal cycle low.

Bears need to break he up trend support

line from 3.129 to have any case.

Natgas - 300 minute - log scale


